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F        rances Frog had lots of friends at

  Alpha Betty’s school.

         But her favorite friend did not go to her

       school. Her friend’s name was Felicity Fox.
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     Frances and Felicity were very different.

  Frances was bumpy.

  Felicity was furry.

  Frances was fancy.

  Felicity was plain.

  Frances was frisky.

  Felicity was quiet.



     Frances was funny and often laughed.

     Felicity was serious and sometimes frowned.

      And Frances was frequently a

 little foolish.

     But Felicity was never, ever foolish.

        Still, each was the other’s favorite friend.
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    Felicity had fun with Frances.

      Frances helped Felicity feel brave,

    even when she was afraid.
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     Frances could always count on Felicity.

       If Frances had a problem, Felicity

   could often fix it.
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      One fine day, Frances and Felicity

  planned a picnic.

     Each packed her own favorite foods.
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